Raindance Select
®

My pleasurable shower experience.
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My pleasurable shower experience:
always a truly touching
experience.
All the many ways of surrendering to water.
Water is cleansing and invigorating. Water washes away the humdrum of day to day life for a moment. It is that
moment you spend alone with yourself that we call showering pleasure. Why you enjoy a shower depends on your
mood. Sometimes you just want to wake up. Sometimes you just want to clear your head. Sometimes you just want
to switch off after a long day.
That is why the moment of showering pleasure should focus on you. We have developed the Raindance products
to do just that. They give you the opportunity to decide with complete freedom what your perfect showering pleasure
feels like – with thermostat, hand or overhead shower. Simply use this brochure to find the perfect product that
suites your showering pleasure.
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My pleasurable shower experience:
the silkiness of a summer
rain shower.
The Raindance Select 360 Showerpipe, for a new kind of water experience.
®

Like standing in a warm summer rain shower beneath the open sky. Just you, and pure water pouring softly over your
body. A shower with the Raindance Select 360 Showerpipe provides that sense of freedom: Full drops cascade over
you from the overhead shower, the hand shower lets you choose between three jet types and the practical shelf of
the elegant Ecostat Select thermostat is a home to your shower accessories. It is a unique feeling that is difficult to
describe. What we do know: it is showering pleasure to perfection.

Raindance Select 360
Showerpipe for the shower

Raindance Select 360
Showerpipe for the bath tub

Raindance Select 150
Combi 0.90 m

Mirrored chrome shelf, # 27112, - 000
White shelf, # 27112, -400

Mirrored chrome shelf, # 27113, - 000
White shelf, # 27113, -400

# 27037, - 000
not shown
Raindance Select 150 Combi 0.65 m
# 27036, - 000

®

®

®
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My pleasurable shower experience:
thousand ways water can feel.
Raindance overhead showers for cascading shower droplets.
®

Under Raindance overhead showers you will discover how different water can feel. Thanks to Hansgrohe AirPower
technology, you are enveloped in droplets made remarkably soft by the generous addition of air. And QuickClean
makes sure that this exceptional degree of showering pleasure continues for a long time. We have a name for the
feeling that flows down over you from this shoulder-width jet disk: XXL Performance. These are showers that bring
rain right into your home – and in its most beautiful form.

AirPower.
Intelligent technology that will increase your showering
pleasure: the water droplets are infused with air to make
them bigger and softer with greater volume. We call this
soft shower rain: RainAir.

QuickClean.
As much as we value timeless design, we pay attention
to a long product life. Thanks to QuickClean, you can
rub off lime-scale with ease.

XXL Performance.
Pure shower pleasure at full width thanks to an amplysized jet disc. Your body is completely enveloped in
drops of water.

Raindance E 420 AIR 2jet
with RainAir and RainFlow
®

# 27373, - 000

Raindance E 360 AIR 1jet

Raindance S 300 AIR

Raindance S 240 AIR

# 27371, - 000

# 27493, - 000

# 27474, - 000

®

®

®
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My pleasurable shower experience:
Always different. Always perfect.
The Raindance Select 150 hand shower for individual shower comfort.
®

The Raindance Select 150 hand shower has reinvented showering pleasure for you. The Select function is a new
feature that allows you to switch conveniently between the three jet types at the touch of a button. Simply choose
between RainAir, CaresseAir and Mix, and shower to suit your mood. That is how we understand showering
pleasure – always different, but always just the way you want it.

RainAir.

CaresseAir.

Mix.

A light shower of rain gently

Just right after sport or a hard day’s

The perfect mix between gentle

covers your body. The stresses

work, to feel yourself again: a

droplets and the dynamic Caresse

of hectic everyday life slide from

vigorous, powerful massage jet.

jet. Ideal for rinsing shampoo.

your shoulders with every drop
of water.

AirPower.

Select.

Our intelligent technology for

A small button with a lot of power:

greater showering pleasure:

A single click switches the jet type

Water is infused with air to

from RainAir to Mix then CaresseAir.

form large, full droplets and a
pleasantly soft water jet.
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My pleasurable shower experience:
Comfort, reinvented.
Unique technologies for unique showering pleasure.
The Raindance Select 150 hand showers from Hansgrohe meet the highest demands for modern design, but for the
latest resource-conserving technology. EcoSmart, QuickClean and XXL Performance are Hansgrohe technologies
that work for the environment and you in equal measure. One further example of where technology has added a
new dimension to design: DualFinish. This dual material principle allows surfaces to seamlessly blend together while
brightening up your room with shimmering chrome and pure white – as you can see in our Raindance Select hand
shower in white chrome.

Raindance Select 150 hand shower 3jet

Raindance Select 150 hand shower 3jet

# 28587, - 000
EcoSmart, 9 l/min, # 28588, - 000

# 28587, -400
EcoSmart, 9 l/min, # 28588, -400

®

®
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EcoSmart.

QuickClean.

XXL Performance.

EcoSmart is a technology for

We have developed QuickClean to

Intelligent distribution of water

efficient use of water and energy. It

remove lime-scale deposits: Simply

over a large surface increases your

limits the water flow in every EcoSmart

by rubbing the shower head surface

showering pleasure to a maximum.

hand shower to approximately nine

guarantees that you will be happy

Your body is completely enveloped

litres per minute.

with your shower for a long time to

in drops of watery pleasure.

come.
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My pleasurable shower experience:
discover new freedom.
Ecostat Select for individual comfort in form and function.
®

It is an innovation that promises a truly special experience in the shower: the new Ecostat Select comes with added
freedom. Set the temperature and water quantity to suit you, use the exceptionally large shelf for your personal
shower accessories and simply enjoy your new-found freedom. Almost by accident, you will be giving your bathroom a
really exclusive look, as the appearance is at least as unique as the intelligent design, tailored exactly to the user.
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More control.
Even if every day and every shower is different, the new Ecostat Select
ensures constant water quantities and temperatures. During the design
of the symbols and control units for the Ecostat Select, the emphasis
was on clear presentation and simple operation to make operation
intuitive for you.

More surface.
Form becomes function. And the function is to provide you with more
space. The flat surface of unbreakable glass offers plenty of space
for your shower accessories. The elegant materials, combined with
modern and clear design, exude subtle luxury. This is what it looks
like: new sensuality in the bathroom.

More safety.
It is simply reassuring to know that no scalding water will come
rushing out unless you press the temperature lock on the control unit.
In addition, the elegant body is very well insulated to protect against
extreme temperatures. The shapely, rounded edges minimise the risk
of impact and let you move in the shower with total freedom.

More savings.
The Ecostat Select comes close to perfection combined with EcoSmart,
the Hansgrohe technology for efficient use of water. An in-built lock
limits the flow to ten litres per minute. You can increase the flow of
water manually above that by pressing a button on the control unit.

Ecostat Select

Ecostat Select

Exposed installation thermostat for the shower
Mirrored chrome shelf, # 13161, - 000
White shelf, # 13161, -400

Exposed installation thermostat for the bath tub
Mirrored chrome shelf, # 13141, - 000
White shelf, # 13141, -400

®

®
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My pleasurable shower experience:
your own form of perfection.
Selected examples from the range for individual showering pleasure.

Version 1:

Version 2:

Showerpipe with overhead shower, hand shower
and thermostat, exposed fitting.

Overhead shower, shower set and thermostat
with shut-off/diverter valve, concealed fitting.

Raindance Select 360 Showerpipe for the shower
Mirrored chrome shelf, # 27112, - 000
White shelf, # 27112, -400

Raindance E 420 AIR 1jet overhead shower, # 27372, - 000
Raindance Select 150/Unica ’S Puro Set 0.90 m, # 27803, - 000, -400
Ecostat E thermostat, concealed installation,
with shut-off/diverter valve, # 31573, - 000
PuraVida FixFit hose connector, # 27414, - 000

®

®
®

®

®

®

®
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There are the most varied kinds of showering pleasure – depending on bathroom, what you are used to and, of
course, on taste. No matter what your decision depends on, you will discover a new dimension to showering without
fail. Our product variants are there for guidance only to facilitate your choice from among the many options – for
perfect showering pleasure.

Version 3:

Version 4:

Overhead shower, hand shower and thermostat
with shut-off/diverter valve, concealed fitting.

Shower set and thermostat,
exposed fitting.

Raindance E 420 AIR 1jet overhead shower, # 27372, - 000
Raindance Select 150 3jet hand shower, # 27587, - 000, -400
Porter’S shower support, # 28331, - 000
Isiflex shower hose 1.25 m, # 28272, - 000
Ecostat E thermostat, concealed installation,
with shut-off/diverter valve, # 31573, - 000
PuraVida FixFit hose connector, # 27414, - 000

Raindance Select 150 Combi 0.90 m, # 27037, - 000

®
®

®

®

®

®

®
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My pleasurable shower experience:
the perfect combination.
The Raindance range in all its variety.
®

Raindance Select 360
Showerpipe for the shower

Raindance Select 360
Showerpipe for the bath tub

Raindance Select 150
Combi 0.90 m

It is not just the Raindance overhead shower. It is not
just the Raindance Select 150 hand shower. It is not
just the Ecostat Select. It is the perfect combination of
all three elements that promises complete showering
pleasure.

And all of this is also available with a bath spout. For
triple showering pleasure: a shower set with three
sources of water.

An alternative that can be installed on the wall quickly
and easily: the Raindance Select 150 hand shower
with Ecostat Select thermostat and wall bar. The
bracket can be installed at any height, so that the hand
shower can also be used as overhead, shoulder or side
shower.

®

®

Mirrored chrome shelf, # 27113, - 000
White shelf, # 27113, -400

Mirrored chrome shelf, # 27112, - 000
White shelf, # 27112, -400

# 27037, - 000
not shown
Raindance Select 150 Combi 0.65 m
# 27036, - 000

Raindance Select 300
Showerpipe

Raindance Select 240
Showerpipe

Anyone who has a preference for round shapes will
love the Raindance Select 300 Showerpipe with
the round overhead shower, the compatible Ecostat
Comfort thermostat and the Raindance Select 150
hand shower.

A little smaller, also in a round design, but still
shower fun to the maximum: The Raindance Select
240 Showerpipe with Ecostat Comfort thermostat and
Raindance Select 150 hand shower gives you all that.

®

# 27114, - 000

®

®

# 27115, - 000
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My pleasurable shower experience:
the waterfall at home.
The Raindance Lift Showerpanel and the Raindance Rainfall 180,
for an intoxicating water experience.
®

Raindance Lift Showerpanel
®

®

RainAir.

®

Raindance Rainfall 180

®

®

The Showerpanel can be adjusted up and down by 20 cm to your
individual shoulder height. The flat RainFlow falls gently from the
overhead shower over your neck, or you can have yourself enveloped
by soft droplets of RainAir. Shown here combined with an elegant baton
hand shower.
White/chrome, # 27008, -400

®

®

This product transports you to the open air alone in a lagoon. The
combination of the invigorating rush of water we call RainFlow and
exceptionally soft shower droplets of RainAir give every day a breath
of the South Pacific.
Chrome, # 28433, - 000
White/chrome, # 28433, -400

RainFlow.

Let the soft shower droplets sprinkle

The name RainFlow hints at the

down like pearls onto your skin.

invigorating nature of this flush jet.

Showering pleasure can hardly be

Showering like this is individual,

more alluring.

unique and simply perfect.

Pure showering pleasure.
Clear conscience.
EcoSmart. We value water highly. So much so that we limit consumption in Raindance Select
hand showers with EcoSmart to approximately nine litres per minute. Sophisticated technology
for efficient use of water. You can now shower in the knowledge that you are being good not
just to yourself, but to the environment as well.
Find out yourself how much energy and water you can save with our products
at www.hansgrohe -int.com/savings- calculator
This brochure has been printed using environmentally friendly processes. By switching to a new
type of paper, we have been able to reduce the CO 2 emissions from printing by more than 30%.
You too can help to protect the environment by passing on the brochure to others after use or by
recycling it.
Finishes
All product numbers have eight digits to specify the finish,
e.g. 28500, - 000 = chrome
e.g. 28500, - 400 = white/chrome
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